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Valadictorians: three
number ones at B.C. C.

Alan Frazer

Cheryl Wade

By Freddy Washington
Last year (1977) Bronx Com·
munity College had the opportunity
to proudly announce two validic·
torians who finished their college
career with a 4.0 index rating. The
recipients of that honor were Connie
D. Gatson and EllenE Cuddy.
This year, however, the
graduation curtain wUI rise to an
even greater glory for academic
success. On June 16, 1978, College
President Dr. Roscoe C. Brown, will
confer degrees on three valadic·
torians.
The winners of the college's
highest honor wUI be Alan Frazer,

Cheryl Wade and Audrey Gaylord .
Mr. Frazer, also the recipient of the
Social Science, the English and the
Abraham Tauber Awards , is a
former sales manager. After thirty·
five years in a sales career and two
grown children, Mr. Frazer decided
to bring to reality a lonQ held
dream-that was hampered by the
depression and go to college. The
dream came to the halfway mark of
success last January ('78) when Mr.
Frazer graduated with the honor of a
perfect index 4.0. Since then illness
and surgery has halted furthering his
education but as Mr. Frazer stated in
our phone interview, "I'U recover from

Commencement Returns
to B.C. C. Campus
BCC's Twentieth Anniversary
Celebration will reach its highest
point on Friday, June 16th, with
Commencement Exercises and the
Inauguration of President Brown.
The combined ceremony, which will
take place on the Campus
Quadrangle, will begin at 10:30 a.m.
This year's Commencement will be
the first to be held on campus since
1974's combined Commencement
and Dedication of the campus.
All August, 1977 graduates,
January, 1978 graduates, and June,
1978 graduates are encouraged to
take part In this year's exercises.
Basil A. Paterson, New York
City's Deputy Mayor for Labor
Relations, will deliver the Com·
mencement Address to an an·
ticipated 3,000 guests. Dr. Roscoe
C. Brown, Jr. will be formally in·
vested as the third president of the
College in a ceremony to be performed by the Chairman of the
Board of Higher Education, Mr.
Harold Jacobs.
The Commencement Committee
has added a new twist to this year's
exercises with the addition of
Commencement receptions for the
graduates and their guests immediately following the ceremonies.
Reception Committee Chairman,
Virgil Logan, has designated six re-

this and go on to senior college. I've
always wanted to teach, that's what
I think I'll do." Mr. Frazer made a
special point of his experience and
joy during his class days at Bronx
Community College. He stated, "My
experience at Bronx Community
College has been one of the most
wonderful things that has happened
in my life. The whole thing was a
ball; the faculty , the students and
the challenge of learning so much
about life. I feel sad to be
graduating." Unfortunately, he won't
be at graduation bodtly but his spirit
of determination will be on the dais
with his co·valadictorians. Audrey
Gaylord, who shares the English
award with Allan and is also winner
of the Annette Goldenberg
Memorial Award and Cheryl Wade.
Ms . Wade is the stellar member of
the trio. She studied her way to four
additional honors in German
Spanish, Communications Arts and
Sciences and the Elizabeth King
Memorial Award. Cheryrs cousin,
Ms. Shirley Perkin-. __ ,_. __LJ __ _
deserves the ~ things she has
won she's dedicated to studying. I
think the whole thing is just won·
derful." Ms. Gaylord was unavailable
for comment but don't fear; we
expect she will be on hand June 16,
1978 standing tall and proud.
uO•-

ception areas, grouped according to
academic discipline, near the Comoff to Harvard
mencement site on the South Mall
of the Quad. Faculty will host the
receptions with the assistance of
Gary Jones has been accepted
undergraduate student volunteers. into Harvard University's Health
An . insert in the Commencement Careers Summer Program. Out of
program will show clearly the sites over 1,000 applicants, he was one
of the 130 accepted.
of each reception
Gary has been a part-time student
Marshals for the Graduates,
Professors Sylvia Miranda and Jose here at B.C.C . for the past five
Prince, ask that all graduates who years, a Liberal Arts major, earning
wUI march in the procession plan to over a 3.0 GPA and making the
report to Gould Student Center, Dean's List every semester.
Room 208, for robing no later than 9 Presently, he is President of the
a.m. on June 16th. (See Graduate Chemistry Club and Gary hopes to·
pursue a career : in medicine,
Information Letter in this issue).
The Commencement Awardspreferably in Surgery.
The Harvard Health Careers
Convocation will be held on
Thursday, June 15 at 7 p.m. in Summer Program offers the student
Gould Memorial Auditorium, to be courses for college credit and all
followed immediately by a reception expenses are paid, including tuition,
in the Rotunda for award recipients books, fees, transportation, room
and their guests. Awardees will also and board, and each participant
be recognized during the Com- receives a stipend of over $200 to
cover incidental expenses. In ad·
mencement Exercises on Friday.
clition, a full social and recreation
If you have any questions
regarding Commencement Exer- program is planned.
Gary read about this program in
cises, please call Prof. Jose Prince or
Prof. Joe Bacote on Ext. 455; for the Career(fransfer Library at Loew
information about the Honors Hall, Rm. 307, and received his
Convocation, please call Prof. Gus application there also. Feeling that
he had nothing to lose by applying,
Escobar on Ext. 694
Congratulations to all graduates Gary Jones has certainly turned up a
winner of whom we can all be proud.
from the staff of the Communicator!
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Scholarship Named
for Dr. Colston
The Alumni Association has this
year established a scholarship in
honor of President Emeritus James
A. Colston. Dr. Colston served as
President of Bronx Community
College from 1966 to 1976. During
his term as President the College
expanded greatly in serving both the
students and the community. Dr.
Colston was also the first black
President appointed in the City
University system. Dr. Colston is
currently a consultant to various
post-secondary institutions as well
as chairman of the Higher Ed. Dept.
at A&T. University in his new home in
Greensboro, N.C. Prior to assuming
the Presidency of Bronx Community
College he served as a high school
principal and President of Knoxville
College and Bethune College.
The Colston Scholarship Award
wm be presented to a student who
meets the following criteria:
1. The student must be a graduate of Bronx Community College

Dr. James A. Colston

4. The student must intend his
eventual career to fall within the
scope of those occupations
associated with higher education.
A_ r~~tion t~honor the recrt •
~.
~•up ~~ ~fR$~aVMf A~!Yt'e .._in Jan Dr. an d ..a•trs.
Colst'•v"''
. , at w lcl\--....
0
uary, June or August of that year. will be held uu -~~ WJ/1 be Present
June 7. Anyone wishin~
2. The student must intend to tribute to the Colston Scholarship
continue his education in an upper Fund may contact Prof. Dolores J.
division college or university as of Bullard, Chairperson, Alumni
Advisory Board, Gould Residence
September of 1978.
3. The student must have grad- Hall, Room 204 or Mrs. Joyce
uated Bronx Community College with Einson, Gould Student Center,
Room204.
an index of 3.0 or higher.

Students Accepted Into

Health Career Program
The Health Career Opportunity Program (HCOP),
which is affUiated with New York
University Medical Center has
accepted a Bronx Community
College student, Mr. Nick Marconi
as a recipient of the DeWitt Wallace
Fellowship.
This highly competitive program
receives applications from interested
students nationwide. Out of
thousands of applicants who apply
for the program, approximately
twenty-five to thirty students are
accepted.
As trainees, students are given the
opportunity to observe and participate in a department where they
wm have clinically oriented ex·
periences. Resear:c_h may consist of

data collection or actual laboratory
expe~ce.

Mr. Marconi, who presently has a
3.9 cumulative index wm be participating in the BiochemicalPharmacology Department during
the four week program.
In addition to financial resources,
career counseling, dormitories and
meals are provided.
Mr. Marconi is interested in
pursuing a career in Biochemical
research in relation to the field of
mental health. He expresses his
excitement and hopes to gain new
insight with regard to future goals.
Nick Marconi is the second
student to be accepted in this
program through the efforts of the
Career Experience Project.
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Letters to the Editor
Guidance
or Control

To the Editor:
We would like to thank the staff
One of the most expensive
of the Communicator for their
operations for the student on
cooperation in publicizing and
campus of B.C.C. is the radio
supporting the Alumni Affairs.
station. In terms of equipments the
You have been most kind.
In recent years student newspapers in Secondary and Higher station is as good as any radio
Wishing all a healthy happy
Education Institutions have taken a sharp and controversial turn in station in the City University
summer.
their role as a source of communications. Suddenly it h~s evolved System.
Thank you,
from the quiet announcement guide to the investigative
At the beginning of the semester
The Alumni Assoc .
.questioning style of news coverage. Student news hunters have the radio station had a membership
Joyce Einson
begun to pursue issues dealing with the questionable practices of of 100 students, now the memCoordinator of
school administrators, the credibility of faculty members, the bership consists of 40 fuU time staff.
Alumni Affairs
authority and obligation of Student Governments and, most im- Being suspended is one of the major To the Editor:
portant, the rights of students.
reasons among other things, that
By any standard last Thursday's
Across the land the cry of protest has rung out from college "'Ost students fear.
Career Discovecy Day was a big
administrators, faculty, Student Government and in some in•
These suspensions can be success. Forty-two guests
stances from fellow students against the "Audacity" of student brought about by unnecessary rules representing thirty-five private
editors to break the flesh and let the infection ooze out. The and regulations. When members be- corporations and governmental
conflict of rights and limitations.between the two polls of campus ~()Me-awcuoe of the met that a mem- agencies met infonnaUy with one of
guardians has become a great deal more than on campus dif· ber of the radio i9 rtot a student the biggest groups of students ever
ferences of taste, rules and objectives.
and has an air shift alot of people assembled at any single event on
The struggle for freedom of the press vs. Administrative were pissed off.
campus.
Guidelines has gone to the highest Courts in the land. Among the
Members are refused air shift
As we look back to those many
matters that have been litigated are questions of obscenity, because they are not licensed by the days of hard work that went Into
editorial content, constitutional protection and censorship. What F.C.C. According to the rules and pteparlng for this event, we cannot
does all this mean to Bronx Community College? It means that our regulations of the F.C.C. close help but think of those people
student newspaper and the administration have a near impossible circuit radio which W.B.C.C. is without whose help this success
task before them of overcoming many of the obvious con- operating on, disc jockeys are not would not have been possible.
frontations that are likely to arise as a result of the future required to own a license.
Certainly without the lfront-page
responsibilities that each office has to the students and the
Students who have dedication publicity you have given this event
community at large.
and eagerness and concern for the on the last issue of 'The Com·
What else are we saying? We are saying the administration and radio station are still refused air municator we would not have had
faculty have expressed their dissatisfaction with the practices and shift. The radio station Is not serving such a huge turn-out of students.
organlzation of the student newspaper. It has also been proposed the needs of the student that are You and your staff have shown a
that a Media Review Board be established and as suggested by the really interested in radio, but fiery dedication deep sense of loyalty
college president, that a Board of Directors be established to set showing favoritism to certain and an uplifting spirit of cooperation
publications policy.
students, with a license or without which helped us accompUsh the
This may or niay not be a valid direction since the greater portion one.
main objective of this event which Is,
of these entities have perpetuated further conflict in colleges
The radio station needs to ·be to bring to our students the kind of
where they exist basically, because the foundation of a board's supervised by a faculty advisor who information so vital in helping them
right to control a pubUcation and its staff have exceeded the area can make some changes and show make wise~ decisions.
of valid responsibility. At this stage of the game Bronx Community some fairness and provide for the
We congratulate you for having
College has neither of . these groups to oversee and regulate the · student's needs.
such a fine crew, and again we thank
practices of student publications. Also, at this stage of the game,
One member of the radio station you for such cooperative efforts so.a
we have the opportunity to educate ourselves as to the true need works part-time a! a radio station In long way towards helping those for
boards and be willing to live with the causes. It has been New Jersey as a disc jockey. She Is whom we are here to service our
root cause lies wit~ the still waiting to get on the air at students.
·
free, W.B.C.C. She 14-not a holder of an
Very sincerely yours for Career
~:::.i~~LIW~Jalcmslr"led due to college politics.
F.C.C.license &ut she is on the air at Discovery Day Committee,
has been no genuine support of the value and importance 8:00 o'clock every Wednesday. How
Prof. Evelyn Kish
of a student newspaper, but there has been widespread ac· Is it that she cannot get air shift at
Johanna M. Duncan
cusation that our·newspaper is fish wrappings. Ironically some of W.B.C.C.?
these same people are at our doors with articles to publish. In the
The Dean of eomethlng must To the Editor:
meantime we are expected to be professional; we are expected to look into this If Peter Velez cannot
This letter Is In response to your
satisfy all desires. Well, it just can't be done under the present set provide for us.
editorial
In the Communicator of
of conditions! Furthermore if the powers that be can't live with
A Disgusted Member
May
11,
1978.
I was amazed to read
their obligation to help us grow, and respect the position we must P.S. Can I get my $5.00 back If I get ·
the
article, not because It was
hold, then all the boards in the world won't help the student thrown off the air?
aitical of our exhibit, for I believe
develop his worth nor wi11 it block what seems to be the inevitable
Dear Editor,
you have every right to criticize
path to court litigation.
Below you find a letter that I whatever you wish, but for it's lack
It's been a battle, but it's been a ball. You people have fun and I'll
would like to have you print in your of professional integrity and ethics.
see you in Marakesh.
newspaper. I hope that you will help It Is an editorial fuU of mistakes,
The Editor-in-Chief
me in this effort · to bring some Innuendos and distortions, which
warmth and sunshine into my life. makes It apparent that It was written
May I mention that I am a fellow with very bttle research Into the
student enrolled at SUC New Paltz
actual facts. For the record, let me
and close to earning my Associates
A student publication of the Bronx Con:tmunity College
go over some points In your editorial
Degree. In this consideration I pray
of the City Unlverslty of New Yo~; funded ~y .
that sorely need clarification:
that you will feel that I am a friend ·
· · the stUdent actiVIty fee
1. Mortuary poles of the Giryama
and you will print my letter.
are
not the equivalent of tombEditor-in-Chief .............. Freddy Washington
•A prison can be a lonely pbce when
stones as we know them In the
· a man is without someone lovely to
News Editor ..................... Daue Gooding
share his thoughts and prioote West. Had you read the catalog
Feature Editor ................... Rafael Velado
feelings with. I am in my 30's and which was given to you at the
Health Editor ................... Viuian Naranjo
opening, you would have realized
within one year of my release.
Sports Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dauid Ortiz
uMy day Is a busy one - my work as that these poles are markers-used by
Entertainment Editor .............. Lenny Renaldi
an optician and evening college the Uving uas a bond between them
and the deceased, and as evidence
Proof Reader ................... Renee Geathers
cbsses see to that. But the isobtion
of
pride In the rites associated with
. . . the uniqueness of it has wom
Secretaries ·...................... Rosalie Abreu
tribal
heritage." When the family
somewhat thin, to say the least. I
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·. . . . . . . ~ Carol Green
moves,
it is customary to erect a
welcome the special person I reach
Reporters .......... Morris Stajford, Cathy Farley,
new
pole
at the new site which then
with this letter. What I can promise
takes
on
the same meaning and
......••.. Lelsa Jones, Cathy O'Donnell,
now is that you will enjoy our
Importance
as the old and discarded
meeting, and t.he pleasure that will
............ Fran Albero, Rafael Velado,
pole.
This
translates
Into the family
have the chance to grow from it."
....................... Daue Gooding
no
longer
considers
the
old pole as
Alan Winters, 76A893
Cartoonist .......................• Craig Pauls
being
sacred
or
Important
and for
WaUkUI Corr. Fac.
Poetry ................ ~ .... ·..... Nilda Linares
that
reason,
it
is
left
abandoned
to
BoxG
rot
like
any
other
ordinary
piece
of
Wallkill,
N.Y
.
Production Consultants .............,... Gail Malis
.....................................................

the Communicator

. . . . . . . Jerome Washington
Faculty Advisor ..................... J. Juecther
Photographers . . . . . . . .
George Vega

Thanks to

Guest Photographer
Malcolm Pinckney
Photo in the last edition on the concerned student.
March to Washington, D.C.

wood. To accuse us of "plundering
of sacreUglous and human values In
the name of art" Is like saying that
students who use paper are
responsible for destroying the forest.
2. your phrase uregardless of the
possible buth that the collector met
no resistance from the government
of Kenya," is worded to imply that
they were stolen. The fact Is that
everything was done legally and with
the consent of the Kenyan
government. As a matter of fact, the
collector of these pieces has told the
government of Kenya that he is
more than willing to return them,
when they build a museum for their
safekeeping, as this Is the only type
of art produced by the Giryama:
Obviously, had you known the facts,
you would have been able to
determine that, not only do we wish
to expose this fascinating yet Uttle
known art, to other people, but that
pressure Is being exerted on the
Kenyan government to presave
their own history and cultural
heritage. Something, which up until
this point, they clkl not consider
Important.
3. The name of the galtery Is
•Friends of Bronx Community Art
Gallery" not Friends of Bronx
Community College art 9allery
4. Last, but not least, I d9 not take
kindly to having my reputatiOn odor
that matter the reputation of ·those
responsible for this exhibit slandered
by the Innuendo that we are literally
•grave robbers." What yotir ieasans
for writing this editorial are, Is a
mystery to me. Wliat . Is . not
mysterious, however, Is your lack of
professionalism In not getting all the
facts (which were In yoUr handS In
the form of a catalog or within easy
reach by telephone) before yoti
pounded away at your typewriter.
As I have stated above, you have
every right to altlclze but you also
have the responsibility to determine
through facts what It Is you

are

altlclzlng.

Is the Communicator, a
newspaper or merely an exercise In
childish journalism? · No conscientious Editor whether on a
campus paper or a national
pubbcation would allow any article
or editorial to be publlshed that had
not been properly researched. Every
rule of responsible joumalism has
been broken In this editorial.
"Let that ron around in your head
a minute."
Prof. Peter Schira
Director

Join
the Staff
Of

Communicator

TODAY!

]
·'

It is my observation that many of
the students entering B.C.C. do so
only after being rejected from other
institutions that have rigid academic
requirement standards. After being
denied entrance usually a feeling of
betrayal and deprivation exists
within the underprivileged studentthis student feels betrayed by the
system which has led them to
believe that what they have been
getting in High School will be
enough to survive in the fast-paced
sometimes frantic College en·
vironment. The dedication and
responsibility needed to survive is
not instilled, much less taught, and
is only realized by students after
they get back their first exam with
the letter "F" as a grade. To some
administrators such feelings are
somewhat unjustified; on the other
hand, because of the lack of concern
that has existed among ad·
minlstrative leaders Within their
Institutions and because of the
"double-standard" policy which
exists tacitly throughout our
educational system as weU as the
rest of our society, potential College
students take the burden upon
themselves and feel that it is totally
their fault that they do not have the
skills or the means by which to
further their education.
Obstacles such as these have
indirectly if not directly suppressed
the underpriviliged students ability

Peggy a Garro Talks

Fuel Added to the Fire
adequately represent the Evening
As told to Dave Gooding
Students
nor does the Evening
Peggy O'Garro, Chairperson of
the Student Government is an angry representation of the declared
woman and she has good reason to winners list, meet the requirements
be. To begin with, she contends that of the priviso in the 1977 referen ·
the Student Gov~rnment h~s fai.led
on 1ts overaTI ettorts to tunct1on dum.
- The question is raised as to
productively in behalf of their
constituency. She feels "when whether there is a definitive conflict
greedy ,
ego -tripping , of interest for Nicky Hoppelman,
Chairperson of L.O.C. to also run as
unknowledgable students" get into
a candidate for the Student
Student Government and are un· Government Board.
willing to consider anything but a
Petty O'Garro therefore requests
"take over" opera1ion, the students the students names be disqualified
from the election and the results of
on campus are shortchanged.
"The thing that bothers me the their elections be declared null and
most are the vultures who gather to void, and a thorough investigation
drink from the pool of blood that the be conducted by the Election Review
student activity fee seems to Board. She adds , "because of these
represent to so•e people. There actions by these student candidates
are those who make a career of who did not follow ethical campaign
drinking from this pool - even going tactics, an illegal election took place.
Thirdly. various members of the
to the lengths of remaining on
Student
Government have verbally
campus long after any indication of
productive participation is evident."
harrassed and verbally assaulted
Secondly she maintains several
"illegal and highly imprope.r Peggy O'Garro, Chairman of the
procedures" had taken place during Student Caucus. Debra Bunch, in
particular, is quoted as saying "HE
the Spring '78 Student Elections.
They were as follows : the FALSE wants her off the ballot and would
endorsement claims of Apolincer succeed in her removal." During the
Trinidad, Nuirka (Nicky) Hop· Spring Election of 1977, both
Robert Ramirez, Vice Chairman of
pelman, Walter Thone, Robert the Student Board, and Debro
Todrnan and Robert Ramirez by the Bunch accused Peggy O'Garro of
Haitian Club, the Veterans being anti-Puerto Rican. To quote
Association and WBCC Radio an earlier edition of the Co•·
••alcator, March 28, 1978) "Ms.
Station.
- The above named candidates O'Garro states the tactic was a
failure to comply with Professor deliberate plot to split the vote
Sylvia Miranda's requests to stop against me and grab control of the
circulation of the flyers which board."
contained these supposed en·
There are many different views as
dorsernents.
to why certain individuals want Ms.
- The endorsement of the above O'Garro removed from office. One
named candidates by Beverly
Mason, an officer of the such view is the fact she's the first
Nominations and Elections female chairperson of Student
Committee could be considered a Government at B.C.C.
Whatever the case may be, Peggy
serious conflict of interest.
- The above named candidates O'Garro is not a 'crybaby' or 'tattle·
used student aides and/or personnel tale' but rather a dedicated Student
hired as clericals by the Student Government Chairperson who is
Government Board, to assist them both enraged and disturbed by the
lack of unity and absence of total
during their campaign.
efficiency by members of the
Walter Thone does not Student Government Board.

WBCC General Manager: He's Not A Dictator
WBCC is the student-operated
radio station which broadcasts out
of the Communications Center
located on the third floor of the
Gould Student Center.
Ken Kelpert, a student at BCC, is
the radio station's manager of two
years. He's an experienced recording
technician with a 1st class
broadcasting license from the FCC
who could be making a good living
at a commercial radio station, but
chooses to donate 35 hours of his
time to the operation of WBCC.
Recently Mr. Kelpert has come
under fire from several former
members of the station's staff. In the
last issue of the "Communicator", an
article appeared, which brought to
light several charges of Mr. Kelpert's
mismanagement of WBCC. Mr.
Kelpert said "the article called me a
thief and a dictator. •
Current and former station
members questioned Mr. Kelpert's
management of the station's funds.
He said that the station wasn't
purchasing any equipment, and the
equipment that was purchased,
wasn't much of ari improvement
over the obsolete equipment the
station was using.
'We have not made any equip·
ment purchases In the last year
because we've received $60,000
dollars of equipment that WJIT
donated to us," said Mr. Keiper In
his office next to one of two
~lngstu~sthestatlonhM.

"I run a strict ship. It's the only
way a student seeking a career In
radio will get the proper experience
necessary to work In a commercial

radio station," remarked Ken, as his
reason for being a strict leader.
"Hey, out there, if you don't do your
job right, you're fired, it's as simple
as that. Therefore, if a member is
not doing his job satisfactorily, I ask
him to resign."
"I ask all station members to put in
5 hours a week. AU asst. directors,
15 hours, all assist. managers 20
hours, and me, the manager, I put in
as much time as I possibly can
afford."
The article also charged that a
Chuck Makibben broadcasting
service didn't exist.
"Chuck Makibben received 800
dollars for 6 months of work at this
station. Chuck is a broadcasting
engineer with over 10 years ex·
perience who ran the station in my
absence. He helped get the
equipment In working order, and
designed the station's daily radio
bog, a record of aU the broadcasts
made at the station. Those 800
dollars added up to be 28 dollars a
week, which actuaDy covered his
car-fare from Staten Island," Ken
said. "Yes, a Chuck Makibben
Broadcast Service did exist:
A tour of the station's studios by
Mr. Kelpert showed the various
functions Mr. Makibben performed
along with the repairs he made on
the equipment In the studio. The
equipment does look old, but It's aU
In working condition, and an
amateur like I, certainly couldn't tell
by the quahty of the broadcasts that
come over the cafeteria's speakers.
"The members pay 5 dollars
membership fee. For that, they get

actual experience in a radio station,
receive a third-class license
preparation course, which if they
were to go to a Broadcasting
School, it would cost them 1,200
dollars," responded Ken to charges
that members were paying 5.00
dollars for nothing. "Plus, we have a
party at the end with the excess."
Another charge that irked Ken,
was the one that said he should
show a documented budget to aU
the staff members. "We11 show a
complete end-of-the-year budget in
the coming weeks which will also ~
submitted to BCC Inc. for rev~ew;•
answered Ken.
'
"Many of the chaJ:ges we~e madewithout substantiation. The people
who made the charges, we~e just
trying to get back at me for personal
grudges they hold against me. The
charges made me look dishonest
and fm not," said Ken about the
discontented former members of his
staff.
"This station Is on its way up, and
we don't need any malcontents
around. We're planning on getting
an F.M. license next term, and if we
do get It, Ml have to say to myself
that I did a good job of
management,• assessed Ken.
It's unfortunate that this ever
surfaced. A few students who
couldn't work within a system
decided to charge corruption and
dictatorship on the side of Mr.
Kelpert. But Mr. Kelpert Is a strong
individual who won't cave in to
selfish minded students. Long live
WBCC.
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Secretarial Skill Award
byLeleaJona

Betsy Hack, student editor for the
newspaper at The Fashion Institute
of T~. has been editor for
little more than a year. Ms. Hack has
been Interested In writing for
sometime because of the original
Interest she had In mind to become
an advertising copy writer. She's
recently turned her attentions to
becoming a journalist, either writing
for Women's Wear or some other
famous magazine.
Her job as editor consists of many
diverslfted assignments as Wfll as
editing the newspaper. She's very
aware of the need for team work In
the production of a successful
newspaper but sometimes falls to
maintain a steady course In this

respect because the volunteers who
work on the paper haw many other
Important matters on their
schedules In addition to the
newspaper articles. When she has
time, Ms. Hack devotes herself to
the planning of projects that wm give
more students the Incentive to
·become more Involved In the school
newspaper; such as, holding
conferences with the Journalism
Dept. heads. These conferences are
held to invoke the Communications
Dept. to devise a system that will
award students aedlts for yielding
newsworthy material as well as
working on the newspaper.

Betsy Hack joined the newspaper
at F.I.T. because one of her
professors, Nalzing her potential for

writing, suggested it. Ms. Hack
started &om the bottom doing the
clerical work and has worked herself
up. Being a female editor doesn't
seem to be a thought that enters Ms.
Hack's mind. She likes to think of
herself as an •editor'; which Is a bit
logical with the entire staff con·
slstlng of 85% females. Ms. Hack
says she faDs In place ill this area.
Some of the successful mows Ms.
Hack has engaged In haw been the
launched illustration features,
beauty features, health features, and
the cooperation of the students who
do volunteer work on the paper,
even though she'd much prefer a
larger staff who'd be able to work all
the time. Ms. Hack's concept of a
good paper Is a "tight" paper, very
relevant to the students.

DEPAIITJIENTAL A CUIUIICUIABAWAIIDS
Buslneu and Commerce
Accounting_ .•.•.•.•...•.•........•..••.••.••.•
Buslnaa Administrations ••..•••......•...•..•.•
Retail Business Management •...•.•..........•..
Data Processing .............................. .
Alexander'• Award
New York State Society ofC.P.A.'a Award ...•..
Robert Killel Memorial Awarda .............. .
Chemiltry
Pre-Pharmacy ................................ .
Chemical Technology ......................... .
Communication Artl and Sciences. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Engineering Technologies
Engineering Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electrical Technology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .

Mechanical Technology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lou Carlin Memorial Award .................... .
Vonny Segel Scholarship Fund •..••.•...•......•
Engliah ........................................ .
Health and Phyaical Education
Health Education ............................. .
Phyaical Education ...................•..•...•.

.......,.,.

Paulette c. Bennett

Gideon Melamed
Lanny s. Buckwald
Rhen S. Harding
Gideon Melamed
Gideon Melamed

WUiiam Corpus
Randolph Hunt

Adilak Rananaputtasakom

CCM~more D.

Sylvester

Allan Frazer

Amelia Acebto

Hlltory
Mathematicl ...................................•
Medical Laboratory Technology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dr. llrael Gottesman Memorial Award
Modem Languages
French
German
Italian
Spanilh
Spanilh
Music and Art

Percival Brereton

Cuong Van Dinh
Raymond E. Hodge
Augosto Iodice
Kevin J. Henn
Sally A. Andrek
Desmond C. Ewan
Geraldine M. Keller
Cuong Van Dinh
Audrey Gaylord
Leslie J. Brown
Rafaela lgartua
Franklin Puello
Robert 0. Sawtell
l.jubinka Mirov

David L. Bertolas
Cheryl Wade
Miguel a. Slmoana

Muaic
August1977 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
Florence Meiater Memorial Award. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nursing
Irwin Sayer Memorial Award
Beatrice Perlmutter Memorial Award
Physics
Secretarial Studies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Edith White Rosenfeld Memorial Award ......... .
Social Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
Special Education Services (Education Alsodate) . . .

Susan C. Mendez
Annelile Erden
Wllfredo Cardona
John P. Dalton
Wdfredo Cardona
Annellse Erden
Annellse Erden
Anita McKenzie
HelenEtuk
MariaMoy
Alice Netbwn
Cheryl D. Wade

David H. Brooks
Cheryl Wade

Monica M. Sablo

Art

......,.

Ronald Borrello
Ruben Lebron
Joseph Cutellano

PhiUippa Balderarnos
PhiUippa Balderamos
Patricia Gauthier

Sharon C.l.ewll
Alan Frazer
Delores L. Lawson

Cuong Van Dinh
lrasema Padilla
Angela Cintron
MarieTirico
Sylvia M. Deleaver

AWARDS AND PRIZES
MORRIS JIEISI'EB JIEDAU.ION: Cuong Dlnh
ABIIAHAJI TAlJBER AWARD: Allan Frazer
SIDNEY SILVERMAN AWARD: Angelina Cruz
BRONX COMMUNITY COUEGE AUJIIINI AS80CIADON COJOIENCEIIIENT AWARD.
ACCOIJN'DNG CWB SEIIVICEAWARD: Maggie Jones
BLACK, PUERTO RICAN AND IDSPANIC FACID.1Y A880CIADON 8CHOIAR8HIP.
GRAND SI1IEET BOYS A880CIADON AWARD: Judith L. Bart
ANNElTE GOLDENBERG IIIEIIIORIAL AWARD: Audrey Gaylord
EUZABETH KING MEMORIAL AWARD: Cheryl Wade
IIAIIOLD LEVINE MEMORIAL AWARD: Jacob Marciano
GrnEL SILVERMAN IIIEIIIORIAL AWARD: Guy H. Laurent
11IEUIA SPAULDING JIEJIORIAL AWAIID-..Eileen M. O'Keefe
liiEL WINTER IIIEIIIORIAL AWARD: Robert Ramirez
GONZALO ESCOBAR IIIEIIIORIAL AWARD: William Gonzalez, Emelia Acabeo, Esther Domingue
THEAUJIIINI ASSOCIADON SPON80REDMJIESA. COLSJON SCHOLARSHIP: Anita McKenzie

Results of the Secretarial Skills Contest. Of the seven levels of skill covered
by the contest (first, second, and third prizes for each) contestants qualified
for only four levels:
TYPEWJUnNG

LEVELl
RosaDeUz

First Prize

LEVEL II
Cynthia Acuna

First Prize
LEVEL Ill

Esterline Huggins

First Prize
SHOR'I'IIAND

SHO 12/16 First Prize

Evelyn Rodriquez

Math Anxiety Workshop
Project Total Discovery received did not seem to bother the other
an enthusiastic response to Its groups who had a single faculty
recently sponsored Math Workshop member, including Director William.
on May 17th. A second one was Kleiber, (whose group won the prize
scheduled for May 24th due to for the right answer) Alan
Pomeranz, Boyce Bennett, and
student demands!
The "common denominators" for Neoline Canton who visited aU the
participants were math fear, anxiety, groups .
The most spirited group had
and avoidance. The workshop
leader, Dr. J. Juechter, had a series Gloria Fikes·Reese and Freddy
of exercises for students designed to Washington leading the discussions.
These cagey people had brought
help them see their math blocks.
A student, Martha Owens, felt their calculator.
Not surprising, the majority of
embarrassed that her young son was
teaching math to her. Another, students were women. Denise
Charlotte Grant, remembered a Carlos, a graduating student, found
childhood Incident, which had been that she was still math anxious
traumatic. Discussing these with taking Math 21 . Since women are
other students, instead of not encouraged to take
AVOIDING them seemed very mathematics, nor expected to do
important.
weD, their fears and anxieties can be
Later, the students and faculty very serious handicaps.
divided into groups for problem
Perhaps the most important
solving. The group with the most outcome of this first Math
advantages had the math professor, Workshop, was the notion that
Michael Bennett and Professors math can be fun . . . especiaUy If you
Witcomb, Juechter and Asch. This have exciting support systems.

B.C. C. Student
Jeanett Cordero .

• • •

• • • • attended the CUNY Women's CoaUtion's
Sixth Annual Conference held at Barnard CoUege. It's title was an introduction to the excitement to come: "A Look toward the 21st Century; the
Elimination of Sex Roles."
The first panel included Ellen Ross, a sociologist who gave some
frightening views of the family of the future as weD as suggestions for change.
I got the Impression she was bylng to convey to the audience to be alert, to
learn the laws governing us and to bring about change if need be. This
brilliant woman also spoke on how the Bakke case will negatively affect
women and the congressional deliberations on abortion, a situation where
men want·to control us, aD in the name of protecting us! "To be free to choose
. . . is this too much to ask for?"
The second speaker, Rosetta Reitz spoke about changing the culture so
we can celebrate menopause. Only In our youth are women recognized as
having any value. "Women themselves have to change this attitude", and to
chaUenge doctor's treatment of menopause as a disease, Instead of a nonnal
stage in development, a cycle of life. If the fear of pregnancy is gone, who
knows what sexual satisfaction can develop!
Ntozake Shange, the third speaker, expressed concern that her play, "For
Colored Girls", might be considered only a black women's play. WeD,
Ntozake, not all of us feel that way. I personally took the meaning to heart, in
the horne of my soul. You expressed personal experiences that all women
can relate to. Isn't it a shame we can't accept all women as sisters? rm not
saying we have to understand aU the differences that exist; just to have some
empathy towards each other. Dear Ms. Ntozake Shange, I hear you loud
and clear.
Shere Hite, author of "The Hlte Report," was the last to speak. She had
just returned from Australia where she received widespread unfair treatment
by the media. The male dominated media could not understand the book's
point of vlew-"Sex is a gender, not the act itself."
The book is banned In most of the Third World countries, a sad com·
mentary. Her book is an interpretation of how women relate to sexuality, not
an Insult to men. Conveying the notion that a woman's body is her own with
freedom of sexual choices is apparently a dangerous idea!
In the afternoon there were lots of workshops on Rape, careers,
motherhood, unmarried partners, etc. to choose from. I attended "Women &
Machismo," and a second "Women and Power," with my friend Diane
Robertson of B.C.C.
The latter dealt with tyhe Yin and Yang of Power (Positive and Negative
forces) and how to let them work for women.
All in all it was a most educational day, with new ideas and enlightenments
to think about. Only by listening and reading others points of view can we
hope to come to a better understanding of men and women.
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Ray Says •••

ie the wianer of the

fint:

During the past academic year, we
have heard much about the "image"
of the CoUege and the association of
"excellence" with that image. As the
year ends, perhaps we should look
at the record, considering what was
walked about and what actually
occurred:

Dr. Eagle:

1. Except for events by Theatre
Workshop and those of the Music
Department, an entire FaU semester

More On Retrenchment
I should like to congratulate the
writer of wRetrenchment. A Duel
Disaster" for an excellent article
(May 11, p. 5). In my opinion it
deserved to be featured on page 1.
The writer's statement that there
wis a plot to close the doors of City
University," may seem far-fetched to
many, but there is evidence that this
is a real possibility. On Saturday
evening, May 13, Herman BadUio
and Chancellor Kibbee, interviewed
on WCBS radio, were challenged
with the question, WWhy do we need
a City University at aU? Other cities
seem to manage without one."
Three years ago anyone suggesting
that tuition could be imposed on the
City University, after a century's
tradition of free higher education,
would have been dismissed as out of
touch with reality. Let us not forget
that between 1974 and 1977,
46,195 students were squeezed out
of the City University, and the trend
continues with no end in sight.
The "reality" which the established
powers (commercial and banking
interests, politicians, most labor
leaders,- etc.) woedd ltave ••
believe is that because New York
City cannot raise the revenues to
provide desperately needed services
for its people, that these services
and programs must be cut, and
most of us have "bought" this line.
Even our elected representatives and
union officials tell us we must "give
up" this working condition, this
health program, this educational
unit, etc., and put up with an
escalating cost of living, because
"there is no money."
But why is it that farms and
corporations which also cannot
raise the wrevenues" needed to keep
their operations going, are con·
sidered as aatio-1 weepoaelbUitiee and receive tens of
billions of dollars in federal
assistance (subsidies)? By the same
token, it i!\ clear that the disparity
between the needs of the people of
New York City and its revenue is
not, in any significant way, the sole
responsibility of New Yorkers. We
did not raise the unemployment rate
to over 10% in the City; we do not
export our unemployed to other
areas , but in fact provide them with
a haven, as our country did for the

mass of Immigrants more than half a
century ago. We did not run away to
non-union and lower paying regions
of the country; we the people, do
not demand that 25% of our entire
city budget go to paying off loans
from bankers. On the contrary, we,
in New York, send to Washington
approximately $5,000,000,000 (5
billion) dollars more in revenue each
year than we receive from
Washington, much of which goes to
support the military underpinnings
of the economies of such areas as
California and Texas.
We should reject outright the
notion that New York City should
be responsible for raising all the
funds it requires to help provide for
the needs of its people. New York's
problem is a national problem, just
as are the problems of agriculture,
aviation, railroads and so many
other industries now supported by
general federal revenues, much of
which comes from New York City
and State.
If we accept the spurious
argument that "there is no money" or
that our predicament is of our own
making, than the people of New
York City will continue to be
relentlessly squeezed, and most of
the suffering caused by this will be
borne by the poor, the under·
educated, the powerless, high
proportions of whom are minority
groups. The suffering will come in
the form of higher city taxes, higher
transportation costs, a deterioration
in the physical environment, and
cuts in health services, education,
recreation, housing, etc.
We must not allow the rich and
the powerful to shift the burden of
the natioo's economic problems
onto the shoulders of the poor and
powerless . Unfortunately the
squeezing and the cutting will
continue inexorably until the people
stand up and say "No more." Early
next semester let the faculty and
students join together in a common
crusade against the squeezers and
the cutters. If people would do this
city·wide, the City might still be
saved from becoming a center of
frustration and despair for most of
its people.
Dr. Norman Eagle
Director
Office of Institutional Research

passed without one college-wide,
major cultural event of the James
Baldwin, Puerto Rican Traveling
Theatre, Sympony of the -New
World, kind that the College and
local community had become use to,
as a common occurrence on our
campus (even though money for
such events was readily available).
2. The relationship between the
College and a major City agency,
responsible for giving the CoUege
many free, quality cultrual events,
has been sorely strained, almost
irreparably so.
3. A Black scholar, actor and
dancer, who will soon video tape the
same performance for National
Educational Television as was
performed at BCC on May 5, was
presented at the College in the
following manner:
a) publicity included a few posters
on already crowded buUetin boards
and "complimentary" tickets to
faculty which arrived too late to
realistically plan t0 attend.
b) a contract, confirming the.
engagement to perform, received
one day before the cross-country
departure of the artist.
c) a hastily secured lighting
designer with no time to rehearse
cues.
d) a one-page mimeographed
sheet caUed a "program."
e) an audience of 75 from a
College of more than 8,000
students, over 600 professional staff
and in a borough of over 2 million, in
which 20 of the 75 were personal
friends and/or out·of·town guests of
the artist.
4 . A unique multi-media
presentation (live music and
cinematic college) of Black music
and Black visual art, which
premiered recently at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, was
presented at the College on May 11
in the following manner:
a) a few more posters displayed

·Students
----TAP
--for
-summer
- -tuition
--carry
-even more crowded bulletin
wishing
to use
to pay
must
a• on
boards.
minimum of six (6) credits. Those who plan to take "()" level courses during
b)
the summer MUST INCLUDE NO LESS THAN THREE (3) CREDITS
not e~en a "one-page·
TOWARDS THEIR DEGREE.
mimeographed program .

II .
It should be noted that nly those currently enrolled students who received I
) f h rf h d
a TAP award for the Spring, 1978 semester may be vouchered for a TAP at I c one ~ t e pe ormers a tof

.
.
summer school regJstrahon. All other students may apply for summer TAP
and be reimbursed if they are eligible and attend full-time in the Fa1119781
t
semes er.
The Community College Part-time Tuition Waiver Program will be
extended to include Summer Session 1978. Currently enrolled (Spring,
1978) part·time students will be eligible for the waiver. ,.
·1 f
· ·
f · ( ) d"t
S tu den ts mus t regis
er or a m1mmum o SIX 6 ere 1s.
·
t
f
·
·
· (6 ) ered"t
S tu den ts must regis er or a mtmmum of SIX
1s.
. . .. .
.
The 1977-78 BEOG ehg~bthty mdex wdl be_~sed as _follows:
BEOG INDEX 0 to 250- 100 percent Tutllon Wa1ver
BEOGINDEX251to800-50percentTuitionWaiver.
FINANCIAL AID OFFICE I

secure a plano tuner to tune one o
BCC'
.
h
h
5
.b.lplanbos • w en such
respons1 11ty, y contract, 1s t e
"blt
f th
~~onsl 11 Y 0
e sponsor -

I
I ·
I d) an aud"1ence of 10 - from a
I CoThIIege o.f over 8,000
tud
F s ents, etc.
ere more. or some reason ,
I however,
1 don't think most people
on this campus want or care to hear
more. What "image"? What "ex·
1cellence?"
IS

The Dude Who Had No Sign
It was Gemini Jim and Scorpio Sal
In a crib by the Golden Gate
Freezin' their noses and wearing
Strange clothes, and deallng
Every way but straight
They had a Leo dog and a Capricorn cat
And things were going just fine.
TU into their life on a pitch black
Night, came the dude who had no sign.
Look out Momma, he's heading this way.
One eye yella, the other one gray.
Looking for a soul, but he won't get mine.
He's the dude who had no sign.
Well, he walked right in, sat right
Down and rolled him a righteous
Smoke. He lit his roach with a
Lightning bolt and took a drag and spoke.
He said he was born in an astrological
Wrap, when the moon refused to shine,
On the edge of nowhere and nowhere more
He's the dude who had no sign.
Then late that night six shots rang out
From Jim's old thirty-two.
He caught that creep and Scorpio Sal,
Doing what they shouldn't do when
They got to the shed, there was Jim
By the bed where Scorpio was dying.
But a blood red stain is all that remained
Of the dude who had no sign.
The arrest was made by Bobby Slade,
An Aquarius through and through.
But the jailer was a Sagittarius so he
Beat Jim black and blue.
They snatched him up the courthouse steps,
Said, Blood, how do you plea?
He said, Man the moon's in VIrgo,
So don't whip the blame on me.
The jury was all Libras,
So you know they were more
Than fair. But his lawyer
Was an Aries, and Aries
Men don't care.
The judge he was a Cancer,
And Cancer's have no
Friends. The hangman
Was a Taurus and that's
Where my story ends.

So late at night, when
The stars are right,
And the moon is gray and dim,
Two shadows roll around
And round the grave of
Gemini Jim.
One is the ghost of
Scorpio Sal as she
Shrieks, and cries and grinds.
The other is the juice
That keeps her loose
From the dude who had
No sign.
ByB.J.
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Herbal Teas • • •• And Places To Eat
by Vioian Naranjo

Herbal teas as table teas and medicines are a world wide occurrence.
Herbal teams should never be sweetened with white sugar. Honey
enhances their flavor better. Honey might at first seem expensive but you
will find you will use less of it than sugar. Tupelo honey is the only honey
recommended for diabetics. Many herbal teas come in bags and many more
come loose. Most herbs should never be boiled as it makes them bitter. Boil
the water and pour over bags of tea and let steep. You might-buy a tea baD
(which is like 2 teaspoons with holes in it) for loose tea or strain the liquid
with cheesecloth ·to eliminate leaves. One other method would be to use a
percolator with the loose tea where the coffee goes and simmer gently.
Evely cure, ewn those prescribed by ckx:tors requires time and patience
before results are achieved. Herbal cures are no different. Any persistent
recUrring ilhess certainly should receiue the benefits of the advances of
· modem sciences. We should not forget that many of ancestors surviVed and
lived long lives with the~ of herbal medickles.

Am.e (Seed or Root) This herb is good for fermentatiOn and gas when
taken hot with tea. Mix with other herbs to improve flavor.
s...t Belli (I 11 se4 Taken hot. this herb is good for suppressed
mensuration and excessive vomillng.

troubles. Use liquid ori.toothbrush to help heal pyorrhea and sore gums. To
aid nose trouble, sniff gently from the hollow of your hand up the nose.
Marjoram (Plant) This is a good tonic. Very effective in combination with
camomile and gentian. For sour stomach, loss of appetite, cough, sup·
pressed menstruation, headache and indigestion. Taken hot produces
perspiration.
Mint (Whole Plant) Quieting and soothing. Eases pain. Good for gas,
nausea and vomiting and suppressed menstruation.
Myrrh (Powdered gum) An ancient bible remedy; good for bronchial and
lung diseases. Excellent fqr pyorrhea. Brush the teeth with the powder,
thoroughly rinse mouth with the tea-bathe gums. For sores use tea as a
wash. This tea also diminishes mucous discharges.
Nutmeg Parsley (Leaves. Roots, seeds) Used for seasoning.
Prevents gas and fermentation. Simmer a tablespoon to a pint of water for
ten minutes, let stand, strain and drink three cups a day. To aid gall bladder
aibnents and syphilis and gonorrhea. A poultice of bruised leaves is good for
swollen glands, breasts or to dry up milk. A tea made from parsley seeds, a
teaspoonful per cup of water, steeped and strained, will kiD vermin (lice,
aabs) in the hair.
Peppm•lnt Good for colds, fevers, dizziness, gas, nausea, vomiting and
dianhea. Peppemlint cleanses and strengthens the entire body. Good for

8a9 ....... (Baril. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,Good for gas andcrarr.,s.
Bladt c.-.. Good for al spesmodic affections incbli1g epilepsy. Good headitches.
for pelvic disturbences. temale coss.,...t, uteme problems and pain in
~lh. Also good for ... blood pn!SSlft--'5.1' It eqn-'zes cka.llation. Speanalnt (Whole Plant) Good for gas, nausea, V001iting. especialy
JX19lanCY, rebel of suppressed painful or scaJcq urine. NEVER
c - ,. Good b aJids 2ft~ bsodlllls, - pleasant tasting. Use cold cbing
BOD.. SPEARMINT
.
as a wash b sen and week eyes. Can also be used as a rinse for hair.
GN'.Ia• Root Pldes the blood; Rploues appetite. Drigarates the enlft n.,.. Taken hot for suppressed menstruation, fevers and asthma and
.-n; good also b -... CJ1911ftS. Cornbh! with some aromatic herb as lung troub~. Taken cold for weak stomach, gas, stomach crarr.,s and
... tea Is very biner.
dianhea.
G. . . . Talwn hot good b .......-1 menstruation. A..._ root c:f.-1 Vervala Excelent for fevers, colds, pneurnonia-wil eXpel ptlle!Jn from
isgoodbscndwoat
throat and chest. For fevers take tea hot every hour. Useful for Del'\IOUSDeSS.
o..... This t.rb Is used way nu:h in hot, moist c:lrnates. Good for Othir
teams you might wish to try: Rose Hips, Red Zinger, Gosq, Tea.
cdds. chest troubles and COU!Ils.
G.w.. Seal (Root) Has • special inlk.lenc:e in calmmg al I1UX)US RECOMMENDED READING
membranes and tissues. Steep on teaspoon ful in a pint of boiling water for Back to Eden-Jethro Kloss- $2.25
twenty minutes and let settle. P<U off liquid. Taken in smaB doses (6 Natures Medicines- Richard Lucas- $2.00
tablespoons a daY) will allay nausea during prt!!JliUlcy. Good for throat Herb Handbook- Dawn McCieod- $2.00

Okay! Enough talk; you want to
know where you can go, to buy all
these natural goodies. Sure, 111 teD
you, and in addition to this in·
formation, despite the extra typing,
ru also give you a list of some
Natural Health Foods Restaurants,
for your culinary survival.
1. Fertile Earth, 2791 B'way,
(107), 6634472; vegetable and
grain cOOkery, four entrees change
daUy, soups byob; $3.95 no cc,
daily,l2pm·l0pm.
2. Caldron Restaurant, 306 E. 6th
St., 473-9543; kosher macrobiotic ·
side, whole grain dishes, tempura,
fresh daily seafood, BYOB (kosher);
$3.95 no cc, Sun-Th, !2:30pm·
11:15pm.
3. Four Steps to Nature, 4
Waverly Pl., 673-5955; macrobiotic
wgetarian cookery with mideastern
emphasis; . soups, salads. cakes;

$2.50

no cc,

Sun-Fri., llam-7:30

pm. Sat, 12 pm-Spm.
Health Food Stores:

1. ~s H.F.~25 1st
Awrue, NY. NY. 1
, 2543151; wheat ....... wainS yogurt.
cheese. honey herbs. vitan*ls, oils•
fresh organic, &uits and vegetables;
Mon·Sal,ll:00am6:00pm.
2. Conause Heallh Foods. 2255
Grand Concourse (btw 182nd and
183rd Sts), N.Y. 10453, 364-3798;
nab.nl vitamins herbs and herbal
teas, dietetic foods, dried fruils and
nuts, nut butters and seeds, natural
cosmetics; Mon·Sat.
3. Four Steps to Nature, 4
Waver Place., N.Y., N.Y.; wheat
gJains and pasta sprouts, vitamins,
herb teas, yogurt, books, juices;
Sun-Fri, llam-7 :30pm; Sat. 12pm-·

5pm.

4. Caldron H.F.S., 306 E. 6th St.,

N.)'. , ~.y.,

baked~.

baked on

premises, oils, w. wheat grains,
dried fruit, beans, seeds, books,
soap, sprouts.
Reminder, when you shop at the
heahh food stores, "DO Nor~ freak
out, and buy everything. Some
people go to the health food stores
and think they must buy everything.
Buy your grocery according to y6ur
menu planning needs. You don't
need everything at the health food
store, and keep it stuck in your mind
that not everyone who owns or
works at a health food store is into
nutritional conscious. You must be
as discreet a consumer shopper, as
you are now. Just because the label
says, "Naturar it is nQt necessarily
so, and just because it is natural,
that doesn't mean it's good for you.
Even too much of a good thing can
harm you.
Have a healthy and worthwhile
surmnerl

ADULTS
••• • Self Awareness ••••
bgRq#aelVeblo
Many 4JeOPie associate the ward

meditation with a variety of different
tlmgs. For some the word COfltae5
up images of ckug-aazed hippies.
To others the word meditation is
paRd with people sitting in an
lD1l.ISUal positiol• hebe exotic
shmes in an lncense-ftlled rOom.
Then there are the few who think
meditation is a religious group.
WeD then, what is meditation?
The best explanation that comes to
mind is that meditation is an awnue

towards

!Jafer · self-awareness.

~ the practice of meditating dioxide is produced in the blood and
you learn to f19J)ate the pace in your the energy needs of your body
life. and to recognize your virtues as becOme fewer.
wei as your mistakes. These are just
There are many different varieties
a few of the psychological benefits of meditation. Some require props or
derived from meditating. There is special disciplines while others can
also medical evidence of the beneftts be done while riding the subway
meditation provides for bOth mind home (that's excluding rush hourand body. Research at Harvard of course). The majority of
Univefsity has ~ through
meditational practices do require
testing that when meditaHng, your that you be in a comfortable position
blood pressure decreases as does as you meditate, and if your
the · need for oxygen. When surroundings are quiet and pea¢u1
meditating you can learn to control It wiD help to make the actual act of
your brathing so that less carbon · meditating easier. The length of tbne

required to do meditation also
Some practices requJre as
bttle as ten minutes while others
take as long as an hour or so.
Whatever type of the many
different classes of the medltational
practices is taken, they will in·
variably lead to greater happiness
and a deeper appreciation of the
beauty of the physical world.
With the enormous amount of
stress that modem man has to deal
with in today's society, it is wise to
look into meditation as a way to help
cope with one's environment.
varies.

Offer your kids
some poison:
give them candy,
cookies, sodas,

arti6cial fruit drinks,
cakes and other
foods made with
white sugar and
chemicals.
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The Workhorse and the Thoroughbred
congas, with rhythms pulsating with
To fans of American popular the precision of a machine gun. The
music, Mongo Santamaria, master Hom section competes for the solo
of the Conga drum is best known as spot and rsults in a hot torrid fight.
the creator of Watermelon Man Side two starts with the title cut and
a top ten single. This workhorse is here the Latin·Afro·Cuban style
also one of the finest Latin per
mingles with Jazz in a soft com·
cussionists in the U.S. In Cuba, he's bination of Congas, Electric Piano,
regarded as the foremost exponent Guitar and String synthesizer. This
of authentic Afro-Cuban music . is his best and will probably become
Originally with Cal Tjader, Mongo as requested as Watermellon
propagated his own style and went Man in his oncoming engagements.
on to win races of his own. His first Ruben Blades and Adalberto
LP. "Go Mongo" was an im· Santiagos vocalizations add firmly
mediate hit . · Afro-Indo was to this award-winning formula .
nominated for a Grammy in 1976
Manteca is the grand finale and
and now this year with Dawn a Mongo showcase for his congas.
(Amanecer)-(Vaya) he has won Coasting in a party·time atmosphere
the Grammy for Best Latin album of the music flows in a jazz like jettison
the year. Richly encroached in Jazz pace with horns flaring back into a
and pepperly blended with an Afro· Mongo solo and ending in an ex·
Cuban spice the album wins blue. plosion of music. With this album
ribbons, whether the songs race at a Mongo Santamaria has earned our
hot almost free style Jazz pace or respect as a workhorse that never
mellow in a salsafied almost cha·cha quits and stands alone on the
tempo. Happy as Rats in a winners circle of Latin-Jazz music.
Cheese Factory opens the set
Eddie Benitez and Nebula have
with a fast jazzed up strut, a vitar recorded their last album together
which has a combination violin entitled Esscence of Life guitar sound and Mongo's Congas (vaya). Eddie whose music is very
race- to a sweat while hot-tempered much influenced by Santana will
horns outUne the background. soon be joining forces with Malo.
That's Good is a tasteful Malo had a hit several years back
representation of the more mellow with Suavecito. Once led by
Mongo, set in a sallow breezy pace Carlos Santanas brother Jorge.
and with an excellent flute solo. Eddie is now heading the band and
New One has Mongo attacking they should be a new force to be

airplay spot. Nueva Generation
ends side two andonce again
Benitez signs his signature with
guitar riffs in a latin jazzy style
proving himself as a winning
thoroughbred who is now ready to
be contended with in the musical
racetrack.

by Lenny Rinaldi

Concert

reckoned with in Latin, Rock and
Jazz. Esscence of Life has all
songs but the finale written by
Benitez himself. Crisply produced by
Louie Ramirez the disc has lots of
potential singles within, and it
almost comes close to the ex·
cellence of his first LP. The title cut
opens side one with an aggressive
guitar based instrumental that grabs
the instant attention of the listener.
This flows into You Make Me
Feel a perfect single with Nancy
O'Neill and brother Dino dueling in a
beautiful almost echoing love song
with a sexy samba pace. Eternal
Paradise is a jazzy sax orient~

instrumental which duels with the
crying Benitez guitar, backgrounded
with a percolating percussion of
course. Side two has its highUghts as
well with Soul's Ecstasy a
snappy sythesized salsa with
congas, bongos and timbales accenting. Wonderful is another
instant mellowed winner with Nancy
and Dino dueling again only this
time Nancy is singing que chevere
while Dino is refraining with the
EngUsh translation. This flow of
Spanish to English found
throughout the LP will help Benitez
to crossover from the strict latin
airplay into a more commerdal radio

Happenings·

Parliment, Barkays and Peter Brown
at M.S.G. - June 8th - Nancy
Wilson and Stanley Turrentine at
Avery Fisher - June 9th - John
Miles at Bottom Line - June 9th &
lOth - Jefferson Starship at
Nassau Col. June 9th & lOth. Peter
Brown at Bottom Line - June 14th
- Tom Robinson Band at Bottom
Line June 15th & 16th - Bob
Marley & Wailers & Stanley Clarke
at M.S.G. - June 17th - Beach
Boys- June 20th at M.S.G. - B.B.
King at Bottom Line June 20th &
22nd - Patti Labelle and Maze Avery Fisher June 22nd - 23rd Beach Boys & Steve Miller Band at
Meadowlands June 25th - Kansas
at M.S.G.- June 28 at Nassau Col.
July 7th - Andy Gibbs at Nassau
Col. July 6th - Gato Barbieri at
Central Park - July 21 & 22 Genesis at M.S.G. - July 29th Yes at M.S.G. - September 6th &
7th.

Professor Dragonetli:
a "Jazzy" FareweU
Amidst the joy and excitement
generated by the latin-Jazz En·
semble, an air of sadness
surrounded the concert as it was
announced that this was the last
latin-Jazz concert the school will
ever have.
Professor George Dragonetti, of
the Music and Art department has
been the director of the Ensemble
for 4 years. But as a result of recent
budget cuts, Prof. Dragonetti is
being laid off this term. Therefore,
the latin-Jazz pfO!JaiTI at BCC will
more than likely be terminated.
So the show was dedicated to the
good Professor who has bn:x.t!#
musical culture to the Student Body
through his workshops and con·
certs.
It was an inspin!d performance by
aU the musicians who participated
and the capacity audience at Gould
Student Center Playhouse
responded with arousing ovation
after ovation.
The Ensemble opened the show
with an electrifying "'s It Love We're
Missing" which featured aU the
outstanding musicians in the group.
The band had a good Maynard
Ferguson big band soUnd which put
the crowd in a exhilarating mood.
Salsa was next on the program
and Eddie Aponte, along with two
very attractive female chorus
singers, .led the band into MEntre
Escombros" a song recorded in
1951 by Sexteto de Ia Playa which
changed a bit to suit his talents.
Ruben Lebron, of MLos Kimbos"
fame, was featured on the- trom·
bone.
The audience was ~cs tatic by now
and the show was only beginning. I
even caught Richard James,

assistant to President Brown en·
joying the show.
The program shifted back to Jazz,
as the L.J. Ensemble played ~t.
Marks Square" a song about
everyone's favorite street in the
"Village". The Ensemble played two
more songs together, MSteppin' In It"
a funky instrumental and ~jo
Kende" a song which featured the
lovely voice of Caridad Artiles.
The Saxaphone Ensemble
brought us visions of 1940's, CharUe
Parker Chano Pozo and the man
who made the song so great, Dizzy
Gillespie, yes, they came out with
the classic "Manteca". Alan Gibbons
and Antoni Hinson exceUed on this
beautiful number.
The sax's then joined up with Mr.
Earl Coleman to bring~ the great
sounds of jazz. Tony "Drums"
Brown had a drum solo to end aU
drum solos. TotaUy electric is the
only way I can describe it.
Eddie Ortega did ~motions" and
"Don't let me be Misunderstood"
with his melodic voice and beautiful
guitar work.
At the programs end, the latin·
Jazz Ensemble presented Prof.
Draggonetti with an Award com·
rnemorating his fantastic con·
tribution to the musicians and
students of this school. This is one
teacher we certainly need in this
school . .f:veryone of the students of
this school should write a letter to
Dr. Brown stating your discontent
with the laying off of this fine
teacher. At the same time, drop a
note to Prof. Dragonetti c/o the
Music Dept. and thank him for all
the good work he did for us at BCC.
Again, thanks Professor Dragonetti,
we'll all miss you.

The
Champagne
Flavor

•
•

by AI Jalllisoa
Last Monday night W.B.C.C.'s
Own Howard Vines and myself were
the guest of Ms. Evelyn Champagne
King at Club Three Seventy One,
and for those of you who missed it,
shame on you!!! It was a very good
show; as a matter of fact it was an
excellent show. 1be sound was
superb and the opening act,
MTrussel," rocked the audience with
a variety of instrumentals. Trussel
cUmaxed the night with a beautiful
interpretation of Earth Wind and
Fire's Ml Wrote A Song for You".
Trussel is a disco funk group that
sounds like they are going to follow
in the footsteps of E.W.F. as they
have all the materials including a
lead singer who sings with a voice
Uke Phillip Bailey .. .
Few performers become stars
before they are old enough to vote.
With the release of her first album,
"Smooth Talk" Evelyn "Champagne"
King may make that select circle of
show business at seventeen!!!
Born in the Bronx, New York, Ms.
King returned home to give an
encore performance. At the onset of
1975, Evelyn was discovered by T.
Life. former writer, producer and
artist at Philadelphia International
Records. T. Life envisioned her

•

BCC Day Care
Center wiShes you

a
Happy Summer

potential, and took on the task of
grooming the youngster's abilities.
During the next few years, Evelyn
sang with Life's Galaxy Productions.
"Smooth Talk" is the result of that
collaboration. As the spotlights
came on we knew the atmosphere
was set to pop the cork as Evelyn
"Champagne" King voiced out an
electrifying edition of Rusus's "''m
a Woman ." After stimulating every·
one she began to sing "Smooth
Talk" the title track from her new hit

oo

R.C.A. Records, which
was followed by"' Don't Know If It's
R9Jt". Now Ms. King was ready to
crank up the audience and she did
as she got everyone to clap their
hands to the beat while doing the
freak as she blew The 371 club out
with her ~Live" version of ~hame" in
which the back up group Trussel
played a 10 minute percussion part
that ended the set, and 5 minute
return encore that left everyone
gasping for air.
albUffi
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Sports World:

Tracksters
Winning Ways

Judo Gold Medalist
by David Ortiz
To all the persons that would like
to cause me physical harm . this is a
warning! Margaret Castro is my
friend.
Who's this Margaret Castro
anyway? Well two years ago at 16,
she finished third in the AAU
National Judo Championships, and
the following year she won the
tournament at the ripe age of 17.
That same year, 1977. she
traveled to London, England to win
the most elite tournament of her
career. the British Women's Judo
Championships. where she defeated
women from all over the world .
Margie. as she prefers to be called,
is just completing her first year here
at B.C.C. She graduated from
Washington Irving H.S. and
currently lives in the Polo Grounds
houses in Manhattan.
Judo is Margie's life. She practices
three limes a week and usually
centers her activities around her
practicing judo for four years. She
hopes that she can compete in the
1980 Olympics, but the Olympics
doesn't have a women's competition.
If not in 1980, then in 1984. She
would very much like to win an
Olympic gold medal.
In all the years that she's been a
judo champion. Margie has never
had to use her art in self-defense.
She says that since she's so aware
of the damage she can cause, she
goes to extremes to avoid trouble.
Now I know I don't have any
enemies left since Margaret Castro is
my friend .

Women's
SoftbaU
Stats
The women's softball team
fi[lished their season with an 8-wins,
5-losses. behind the offensive excellence of team captain, Laverne
Williams; first baseman , Tina
Mclaughlin; and Cathy Sypher, the
shortstop.
The team achieved a .465 batting
average to become one of the
strongest hitting teams in the
conference. The main contributors
were Laverne Williams, who hit for a
.531 average with 3 home runs and
17 RBis. Tina McLaughlin followed
her with a .500 batting average, and
Cathy Sypher hit at a .435 clip.
Regina Torres and Cathy
(lifesaver) O'Donnell led the way
from the mound . Both having excellent pitching records.
With the return of a few players,
Coach Sue Sortino expects to have
a championship caliber team.

Bronx Escort & Dating Service.
Male & female escorts for your
social & promotional needs. Confidential and immediate arrangements. Telephone: 325-7161.
John McDonnell
664 East 243 Street
Bronx, NY 10470

by Nathan A. Plant Sr.
The B .C.C. track team
culminated their outdoor season by
finishing 2nd in the overall team
competition at the N.J .C.AA
Regional Championships.
Clement Easton B.C.C . UOut standing Male Athlete" for 78
recorded four gold medals-1st in
the 440 yd dash and 880 yd run,
plus anchoring the 440 yd and one
mile relays .
Peter Beltrez set a meet and
school record in winning the 440 yd
intermediate hurdles; he also ran on
both relays. Leroy Carver won the
triple jump 4 7'7" and long jump
22'6".
Ian Drayton won the high jump,
second in the long jump, and with
Leroy 1st, Bernard Nesloy 2nd and
Ian's 3rd place, swipe the triple
jump. Coach Hank Skinner was
voted "Coach of the Year", at the
Regionals .
As a tune up for the National, the
team went to the Maryland Track
classic, to face some of the best
runners in the East.
Pete was second in the 400 meter
hurdles~2.6 .

Clem was a strong third, with a
school and personnel record 1 :52.8.
The 1600 meter relay team was
fourth to Maryland, Howard and
Rutgers.
Pete's time of 48.1 was the fastest
lead-off leg of the day.
Clem, Pete, Ian, Leroy and Nes
were joined by future All-Americcm
Leon Agard for the trip to Champaign, Illinois, site of the National
Junior College Championships.
The 1600 meter relay team posted
a new school record, for the third
time this season. The team time was
60.6, but they finished out of the
money.
Bronx's track program has
developed to be second best only to
Essex County C.C. N.J .C .A.A.
Champions year after year.
Thanks to Bronx's Outstanding
Alumnus:
Ray Jenkins, North Carolina
State; Vernon Wilson and Howard
Adams, University of South
Carolina; All -American Leroy
Soloman, Houston University.
With most of the runners
returning next year, we are looking
forward to improving on this year's
records .

Athletic Awards
Margaret Castro
ACHIEVEMENTS
1976-Third Place. Baltimore Maryland (AAU NATIONALS)
1976-First Place East Lansing, Michigan (First Womens lnt'l)
1977-First Place, Hamilton. Ohio (Second Women's lnt'l)
1977 -First Place St. Louis , Missouri (AAU Nationals)
1977-Gold Medals. London , England, British Women's Judo Cham pionships
1978-First Place, Chicago lll (AAU Nationals)

Awards List
SOCCER
Most Valuable Player ..................... . .. David Brooks
Charles Meehan Sportsmanship Award ....... .. .. Leslie Picault
SOFTBALL (WOMEN)
Most Valuable Player .. ....... ...... ....... Laverne Williams
Sportswoman Awards .. .... .... . . . .... . . Garnette Browning
TENNIS (WOMEN)
Outstanding Player ... . ........ . ......... . .. Angelina Cruz
Sportswoman Award ...................... Patricia Ancrum
TENNIS (MEN)
Most Valuable Player ........ . . ........ .... . Sylvan Jolibois
Sportsmanship Award . ........ ..... ... ... ..... David Diaz
TRACK & FIELD
Outstanding Runner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Peter Beltrez
Sportsmanship Award . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jody Grasty
VOLLEYBALL (WOMEN)
Most Valuable Player ... .... ..... ... .. .. .... . Linda Cautillo
Sportswoman Award . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cathy O'Donnell
WRESTUNG
Outstanding Wrestler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Noel White
Sportsmanship Award . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chuck Johnson

------------------·
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Summer Registration ............... June 13, 14
Change of Program & Late Registration . June 19, 20
First Day of Class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . June 19
Last Day of Class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . June 28
Final Exam ........................... July 31
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